The global interaction behavior in message-based systems can be specified as a finite-state machine defining acceptable sequences of messages exchanged by a group of peers. Realizability analysis determines if there exist local implementations for each peer, such that their composition produces exactly the intended global behavior. Although there are existing sufficient conditions for realizability, we show that these earlier results all fail for a particular class of specifications called arbitrary-initiator protocols. We present a novel algorithm for deciding realizability by computing a finite-state model that keeps track of the information about the global state of a conversation protocol that each peer can deduce from the messages it sends and receives. By searching for disagreements between each peer's deduced states, we provide a sound analysis for realizability that correctly classifies realizability of arbitrary-initiator protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, many software systems consist of multiple components that execute concurrently, possibly on different machines. New trends in computing, such as serviceoriented architecture (SOA), cloud computing, multi-core hardware, all point to more concurrency and distribution among the components of software systems in the future. In order to complete a task, components of a software system have to coordinate their executions by interacting with each other. A fundamental question is, what should be the interaction mechanism given the trend for increased level of concurrency and distribution? One emerging paradigm is message-based communication [3, 5, 8, 15, 18, 19, 21] , where components interact with each other by sending and receiving messages. This is particularly the case for SOA, which, through the use of SOAP and XML, enable interaction among existing services to form composite, value-added applications. A key factor in SOA is the loose coupling between the various parties involved in an interaction. Apart from a mutuallyagreed protocol of interaction (called a conversation protocol [10, 11] or a choreography specification [22] in SOA), each peer taking part in such a global "conversation" is an independent and self-contained unit.
To further loosen this coupling between potential partners, many web services are implemented using asynchronous communication. While in synchronous communication, the sender and receiver of a message are required to block their operation for the duration of the message transfer, in asynchronous communication this restriction is relaxed by treating sending and receiving as two separate events. The recipient of a message is no longer required to synchronize with the sender, and can rather buffer messages in an input queue and process them at an arbitrary later time.
Interestingly, the same type of message-based interactions appear in other domains as well. For example, Singularity is a new, experimental, operating system developed by Microsoft Research to explore new approaches to OS design [14] . One of its main goals is to improve the dependability of software systems by rethinking some design decisions that have largely governed operating system architecture to date. Process isolation is a chief design principle of the Singularity operating system. To achieve process isolation, certain constraints are enforced to ensure process independence. Among these is the rule that processes cannot share memory with each other or the kernel. All interprocess communication in Singularity, therefore, occurs via message passing over bidirectional conduits, called channels. Channels have two end points referred to as the client and the server that communicate with each other by sending and receiving messages. Communication through Singularity channels corresponds to asynchronous communication via FIFO message queues. Moreover, in Singularity, each channel is governed by a channel contract [8] . A channel contract is a state machine that specifies the allowable ordering of messages between the client and the server. Hence, channel contracts are a type of conversation protocols and serve the same purpose that choreography specifications serve in SOA.
Asynchronous communication is appealing for simplifying the management of message exchanges in SOA or when isolating processes from each other in an operating system, but many natural assumptions about synchronous protocols no longer hold when message queuing is involved. For example, Figure 1a shows a specification for the control channel of a simple file transfer protocol between a client (C) and a server (S). After asking for the start of a transfer (s), the sequence of possible messages depends on who initiates the remaining part of the conversation. If C sends a "cancel transfer" message (c) first, then S should reply to C's request with a "transfer finished" message (f ); on the other hand, no cancellation request should be issued by C once S notifies that the transfer is complete.
Albeit simple, this protocol presents problems. In the situation where S sends f first, but its message remains in transit for some time, C might believe the transfer is not finished and send c, thus violating the protocol and perhaps throwing S into an undefined state. This happens, even though each peer locally complies with the protocol. The "fault", in this case, is not any of the peers'; it is rather rooted in the fact that asynchronous communication is used. Protocols that exhibit this type of behavior are called unrealizable protocols.
The question of deciding whether a given protocol is realizable or not is an open problem. The presence of unbounded input queues makes the exhaustive search of all possible communication traces impossible. There has been two separate branches of research to address this problem and sufficient realizability conditions have been developed independently 1) through the analysis of the state machines characterizing the allowable conversations (e.g., [10, 11, 16] ), or 2) by reformulating the problem within a type system that prevents the declaration of unrealizable protocols (e.g., [12, 13] ). These conditions are sound and can be used to formally prove the realizability, however, they are not complete, and can produce false positives. In particular, a "fixed" version of the file transfer protocol, shown in Figure 1b , will be identified as unrealizable by both approaches, although it actually is realizable. We show that this will be the case of any protocol containing a state with an arbitrary initiator, i.e., a state where more than one peer could send the next message and the protocol works fine for either case.
In this paper, we present a novel way of deciding the realizability of a protocol in the presence of asynchronous communication. Our technique is based on the observation that in a realizable protocol, a global observer can follow the conversation between the peers and, at any moment, determine precisely the global state of the protocol. Each individual peer, based on the messages it sends and receives, can only guess plausible values for that global state. We show how to compute an annotated version of the original protocol, specific to each peer, called shared-state projections, including such guesses. We demonstrate that, at any moment in a realizable protocol, there exists at least one state which all peers agree is a "believable" global state. Conversely, this entails that in many cases, unrealizable protocols have two of their peers straying until they have irreconcilable beliefs of the current global state. Since the number of protocol states is finite, the number of belief states is also finite, and searching for such "discordant" belief states can be done exhaustively.
The contributions of this paper are: 1) We provide a natural explanation of realizability based on the consistency of the observations of the different peers. 2) We give a new, sufficient condition to ensure realizability of a conversation protocol that can be evaluated automatically using shared-state projections. 3) We show that our realizability condition can correctly identify realizable arbitrary-initiator protocols, as opposed to earlier work based on conversations [10, 11] and session types [13] which always produce false positives for this class of protocols.
In Section 2, we review the concepts about conversation protocols and define realizability. In Section 3, we develop the concept of shared-state channel system and show how to compute shared-state projections. We also demonstrate the soundness of our method. In Section 4, we present a tool we developed to automatically compute belief projections and analyze its results on more than 100 real-world protocols. We show in particular how protocols deemed unrealizable with earlier approaches can be shown realizable with our new approach. In Section 5, we review the earlier results on realizability and show that they fail to correctly analyze arbitrary-initiator protocols. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude the paper and indicate further research directions.
MODELING MESSAGE-BASED INTER-ACTIONS
In this section we first present a formal model for conversation protocols, which are finite state machines that are used to specify the set of allowable message sequences. Next we discuss channel systems, which is a formal model for a set of components (i.e. peers) that interact with asynchronous messaging. Finally, we formalize the realizability problem based on conversation protocols and channel systems.
Conversation Protocols
A natural way of specifying the allowable message-based interactions in a concurrent or distributed system is to use a finite state machine that serves as the agreed-upon protocol among the peers that interact with each other. Such specifications can be formalized as conversation protocols [10] : 
A triplet (p, , p ) is called a message and represents peer p sending the message with label to peer p . The transition function is such that δ(sm, p, , p ) returns the state sn accessible from state sm for that message. We extend the definition of δ over sets of states, such that for a subset
A sequence of messages is accepted by C as long as it corresponds to some valid path that starts from its initial state. We do not define explicit "accepting states" for conversation protocols (or equivalently we assume that all states are accepting). The language accepted by C, noted L(C), is the set of message sequences that are accepted by C.
A conversation protocol C can be projected to one of its peers p, noted as πp(C), which is obtained by replacing every transition where p is neither the sender nor the receiver by an -transition. For example, Figure 2b shows the projection of Figure 2a onto peer A. Since, in that protocol, the transition from state 1 to state 3 does not involve A, it becomes an "invisible" transition in the projection. One might then collapse any states linked by an -transition as a single, compound state whose label becomes a subset of states from the original conversation. For peer A, thetransition causes the collapse of states 1 and 3 into a single state, labeled {1, 3}.
Individual conversation protocols C0, . . . , Cn can also be combined in a form of Cartesian product, noted C0 ×· · ·×Cn, similar to DFA product operation. Figure 2 shows examples of these concepts [4] .
Channel Systems
A channel system is a formal model for a set of peers that interact with asynchronous messages. When a message is sent it is not immediately received as in synchronous communication, but, rather, it is stored in the input queue of the receiver and can be consumed by the receiver at an arbitrary later time.
One way of producing a channel system is by composing a set of conversation protocols C0, . . . , Cn corresponding to peer behaviors. Intuitively, each peer possesses its own input message queue and its own finite-state control; it sends and receives messages according to its individual control state and queue contents. Channel systems formalize this type of behavior [2] .
Let P be a set of peers, L be a set of message labels, and
be a set of conversation protocols, one for each peer in P . For a set of messages M = (P × L × P ), we let M * denote the set of finite words over this alphabet of triplets; these words represent the contents of each peer's input message queue. A global stateṡ ofĊ is a pair (ṡ 0 , . . . ,ṡ |P | ), w , whereṡi ∈ S i and w : P → M * associates each conversation protocol with a state and a message vector (denoting the contents of each peer's input message queue). A channel system is defined over these elements as follows: As an example, Figure 3 shows a portion of the channel system obtained by composing the projections in Figure 2 . Each state of this channel system lists the projection state for peers A, B, and C, followed by the contents of the queue for each peer, in the form (p, w(p)), where p is the peer's name and w(p) is the contents of its queue.
From a trace of statesṡ0, . . . ,ṡ k in a channel systemĊ, one can extract the corresponding sequence of directed messages (m0, 0), . . . , (m k−1 , k−1 ). The send trace is the subsequence obtained by keeping the directed messages mi such that i =! and removing all the other directed messages. The set of all send traces produced byĊ is denoted as L(Ċ); we call it the language accepted byĊ.
Realizability
There are six possible executions in the portion of channel system in Figure 3 ; these executions create five distinct send traces. Let us consider the trace shown in bold, which corresponds to the following sequence of events. First, peer C, being in state {0, 1} of its projection, can move to its state {2, 4} and send message m2 to A's input queue, which corresponds to the transition to the subsequent state. Next, A, still being in state {0} of its projection, chooses to place message m1 in B's input queue, and moves to state {1, 3}. Finally, B consumes message m1, and immediately sends m3, ending in its projection state {3}.
This execution has several issues. First, in the last state of the channel system, A is in state {1, 3} and does not expect any more messages, yet m2 is waiting in its queue. Second, the send trace corresponding to this execution is not part of the conversation protocol from which the channel system was derived. As a matter of fact, from the six possible send traces generated by this portion of channel system, four of them are "spurious" message sequences not specified by the original conversation protocol.
Proof. Let s = s0, s1, . . . be a state trace of C. We build a traceṡ =ṡ0,ṡ1, . . . from s as follows. We takė s0 as the start state in Definition 2.
, w is the global state obtained fromṡ2i by taking the transition labeled with the directed message ((pj, , p k ), !)
, is the global state obtained fromṡ2i+1 by taking the transition labeled with the directed message ((pj, , p k ), ?)
Trivially,ṡ has the same send trace as s; moreover its construction follows Definition 2 and is therefore a trace of global states inĊ.
The fact that the relation between C andĊ is an inclusion, and not an equality, is the source of the problem described in the file transfer protocol of Figure 1a : the channel system obtained from the projections of that protocol onto peers C and S produces one send trace (s, f, c) that is not in the original specification. A protocol is said to be realizable when we have a strict equality: 
SHARED-STATE PROJECTIONS
A simple way of ensuring realizability is to develop the channel systemĊ and to exhaustively check that no spurious send trace is produced. However, the presence of unbounded message queues makes the problem in general intractable, even for simple protocols [11] . Other criteria must be developed to decide realizability of a conversation protocol. We propose Shared-State Projections (SSP) for this purpose.
An Intuition for SSPs
An SSP is a different kind of peer projection for a conversation protocol. Rather than simply projecting the protocol over a single peer p, an SSP also keeps track, in parallel, of the state of other peers -or more precisely, of what can be deduced about that state, based on messages that p sends and receives.
Consider the simple conversation protocol shown in Figure 4 . Suppose, from A's point of view, that the message exchange has just started, i.e. all peers are in state 0. It shall first be noted that, from A's point of view, transitions from state 0 to state 3 and from state 3 to state 5 are invisible transitions; therefore, the current state of A is actually the set {0, 3, 5}. Moreover, from A's point of view, 0 is not the only possible state for peer B:
• Since A cannot distinguish between states 0, 3 and 5, B can reach these states with no way to know whether this transition was indeed taken.
• B cannot distinguish between states where it is neither the sender nor the receiver. Hence, 2 is (vacuously) a possible state.
• B cannot be in state 1, since it would require A sending m 1. For a similar reason, 6 is unreachable, as it relies on C's participation -which in turn depends on A.
• Finally, because communications are asynchronous, B can send a message to A without A having received it yet. Hence, when A is in state 0, before it reads anything from its input queue, B can already be in state 4.
From this informal chain of deductions, peer A in state 0 "knows" that peer B can be in states {0, 2, 3, 4, 5}, but cannot be in states {1, 6}. With a similar reasoning about C, A can guess that its possible states are {0, 1, 3, 4, 5}. 
An SSP can be seen as a "hybrid": like channel systems, one keeps track of states for all peers, but like conversation protocols, queue contents are not directly taken into account.
Conditions on SSPs
We now proceed to give conditions on an SSP that, taken together, define an algorithm for computing it. The informal presentation of an SSP showed that guessing possible states for other peers involves computing some kind of "reachability function" over a set of starting states. Indeed, the possible state of each peer is interdependent with the actions performed by other peers. For example, in Figure 5a , B cannot advance to state s3 along the path s0 . . . s3 without A first sending m1 to D, and D then sending m2 to B. In other words, A indirectly "controls" or "blocks" B from reaching s3 along that path. On the contrary, in Figure 5b , A does not constrain B from reaching s3. This notion is formalized below. From this initial state of an SSP, one is then interested in finding possible transitions, and to compute the resulting state for each transition. We need to introduce two auxiliary functions that will be used in this computation. We first extend a transition function δ with δ # , that returns a special symbol # standing for "empty". More precisely, δ # (s) = δ(s) when δ(s) is defined, and δ # (s) = # otherwise. Similarly, for a subset S ⊆ S, we have δ # (S ) = δ(S ) if δ(S ) = ∅, and δ # (S ) = # otherwise.
Definition 5 (Blocking peer
A second useful function that will be used is the P ost(S , ) function, which removes from S all states that precede the first occurrence of some message label in the conversation protocol C. 
Definition 8 (P ost function). Let S ⊆ S be a subset of states of some conversation, and ∈ L be some message label. The function P ost(S ,
The function R induces a partition of the set of states S into multiple regions; the set of such regions will be noted P (p,p ) (S ). Similar functions can be defined with ?p-reachability.
Equipped with these definitions, we can define δ, the transition relation of an SSP. 
Definition 10 (Transition relation). Let
To build an SSP for some focus peer p * , it suffices to create its initial peer state, and to recursively generate successors to each new peer state according to Definition 10. In each node of a shared-state projection, there are |P | subsets of the original conversation protocol state set S, one for each peer. Therefore, an SSCS has at most |P | · 2 |S| distinct nodes, and the analysis requires computing at most n such projections (one for each peer). Therefore, the procedure is guaranteed to terminate.
A Realizability Condition
A first observation is that, from Definition 10, π is an over-approximation of π, i.e. L(πp(C)) ⊆ L( πp(C)) for every peer p. The next theorem follows immediately: 
(Ċ) ⊆ L(Ċ).
From this result, we can immediately deduce that an SSCS is a sound approximation of realizability for conversations: any spurious message sequence produced by the asynchronous channel system, making the conversation protocol unrealizable, will also be a spurious message sequence of the SSCS. It remains to demonstrate some condition on an SSCS that could, in turn, warn of the presence of such a spurious message sequence. To this end, we develop the notion of a conflict state. For example, with the conversation protocol in Figure 4 and the initial state s for πA defined previously, we have A = {0, 3, 5}, the intersection of possible states for each peer. Intuitively, a conflict state describes a situation where, after some messages have been exchanged between peers, some of them "disagree" about the global state of this conversation, in a way that cannot be settled unless one of the peers sends a message or discards a symbol in the input queue -hence, as it is, the current state of each peer makes one of them "stuck". Proof. By induction, we actually show that the intersection of the Ap i must include the state of C resulting from the last send action. Base case: the initial state ofĊ vacuously follows the property. Induction step: suppose the property is true for any stateṡ reachable within k steps from the initial state. Let (ṡ, ((pj, , p k ) , ),ṡ ) be a transition going one step further. Two cases must be considered:
1. If =?, sinceṡ contains an agreement, by the induction hypothesis all paths fromṡ taking "?" transitions have the same agreement; this includes all paths going throughṡ .
2. If =!, let s1 be the agreement inṡ. Let s2 = δ(s1, pj, , p k ); let us show that if an agreement can be reached, it has to include s2.
For pj, by Definition 10.2, s2 is already in its set of states. Since p k could agree on s1 inṡ, it suffices for p k to reach s1 through receive transitions, and then to consume (pj, , p k ); this is possible by Definition 10.4. Then, by construction, s2 is an element of S k iṅ s . All other peers are neither the recipients nor the senders; for them, the transition from s1 to s2 is an -transition, and therefore s2 is already in their set of states by Definition 10.3. Hence all peers can reach an agreement on s2 without sending any new message.
A consequence of Theorem 3 is that, if none of the SSP contains a conflict state, then neither does the channel system built from them. Conversely, the presence of a conflict state might hint at a spurious message sequence. 
By theorem 1, L(C) ⊆ L(Ċ). By theorem 2, L(Ċ) ⊆ L(˙ C).
By theorem 3, if none of the SSPs contain a conflict state, then same holds for˙ C. Finally, by theorem 4, in such a case
, and hence C is (strictly) realizable.
Corollary 1 provides a sufficient condition for a conversation protocol C to be realizable. Moreover, this condition can be computed by reachability analysis. Indeed, we need to compute |P | SSPs, where each has a finite size bounded by |P | · 2 |S| . This gives an upper bound of |P | 2 · 2 |S| on the size of the state space, thereby reducing the problem to a search in a finite graph. We shall see in a later experimental evaluation of the approach that this upper bound is seldom reached for real-world protocols.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test our approach, we developed a tool called SSPCalc, which takes as input a conversation protocol, and then computes SSPs for some or all of the peers involved. The tool is implemented in PHP and runs on a web server; it uses a graphical interface that allows a user to specify various computation options. SSPCalc's results are also displayed graphically. The channel system corresponding to each SSCS, as well as the resulting product, are all represented as annotated graphs. Various statistics about the computation, such as memory consumption and state space size, are also given.
Analysis of Performance:
We ran SSPCalc on more than 100 different real-world protocols, taken from the following sources: IBM Conversation Support [1], Channel contracts from the Singularity operating system [20] , protocols from the BPEL Specification [7] , and the travel agency example from [17] . All of them were already specified graphically as conversation protocols; they simply had to be translated into an equivalent textual representation that SSPCalc uses as input. We first computed the total state space that was required to be explored for each protocol. We compared this number with the theoretical |P | 2 · 2 |S| upper bound on the number of states. These results are shown in Figure 6 . As one can see, the actual number of states explored in every protocol is much lower than the theoretical maximum. The log-log graph has a slope of 2.5, which means that the expected number of reachable states is roughly in a √ x 5 relationship with the upper bound.
Although SSPCalc is a proof-of-concept prototype written as a PHP script, we still measured the total time for the validation of each protocol, in terms of its state space size, and plotted the results in Figure 7 . The log-log graph has a slope of 1.75, which indicates that processing time is roughly the square of the state space size. The times ranged from 8 milliseconds to one hour, depending on the protocol. Very few protocols took a long time to process: 91% of them were analyzed in less than one second, and 95% in less than 10 seconds. They were measured on an Intel machine running at 2.53 GHz under Linux CentOS.
False Positives: More importantly, we compared the results returned by SSPCalc with those returned by WSAT [9] , a tool for analyzing conversation protocols, and Tune [20] , a tool for analyzing Singularity channel contracts. WSAT uses the three realizability conditions defined in [10, 11] called synchronous-compatible, autonomous, and lossless-join (de- scribed in Section 5 below) whereas Tune uses only the autonomous condition (which is sufficient for determining realizability of two-party protocols like channel contracts). Both WSAT and Tune use sound realizability analyses and, hence, correctly identify the protocols that are unrealizable. For example, the Haggle protocol from IBM Conversation Support [1] , and the TPMContract protocol, shown in Figure 8 , are two unrealizable protocols that are correctly identified as such by WSAT and Tune. SSPCalc is also a sound realizability analysis tool, so it also identifies these two protocols as unrealizable.
In a way similar to the example of Figure 1 , it is possible to fix some unrealizable protocols with additional transitions and states, in such a way that it becomes realizable. A fixed version of TPMContract, provided in [20] , is shown as dashed states and transitions in Figure 8 . However, this fixed version still violates the autonomous condition and hence fail the realizability tests used in WSAT and Tune.
Since WSAT and Tune use sound, but incomplete analyses, this does not mean that the protocol is unrealizable. In fact, SSPCalc computed all SSPs for the fixed protocol and found no conflict state. By Corollary 1, this is sufficient to conclude that the fixed version of TPMContract is realizable, a result that cannot be shown by the realizability analyses used in WSAT and Tune.
Another example that causes the realizability conditions used in WSAT and Tune to generate false positives is the Figure 9: A portion of the fixed airline protocol from [17] airline example mentioned in [17] , where the original protocol deadlocks because of a timeout. Since this timeout can be sent while the agency is sending an order, to fix it, the protocol must be modified such that both orderings of timeout and order are allowed from a global point of view. The fixed protocol is shown in Figure 9 . Based on the realizability conditions used by WSAT and Tune, this fixed protocol is identified as unrealizable. However, SSPCalc correctly identifies the fixed protocol in Figure 9 as realizable. Even for the fixed version of the simple file transfer protocol shown in Figure 1b , WSAT and Tune generate false positives and report that it is unrealizable, whereas SSPCalc correctly identifies that it is realizable.
The protocols we discussed above, for which the WSAT and Tune tools report false positives, can be characterized as arbitrary-initiator protocols: Such protocols can be unrealizable, since, in the same state, two different peers can decide to send a message, without "warning" the other of its intent. Yet, as we have shown above, not every such protocol is unrealizable: in fact, any conversation protocol where some peer can interrupt a sequence of messages sent by another peer exhibits this arbitrary-initiator property. This is the case for the "fixed" version of the file transfer protocol, shown in Figure 1b. This conversation protocol accepts both sequences s, c, f and s, f, c, which is exactly what its corresponding channel system produces. Therefore, it is realizable. Since the initiator of the protocol cannot be guessed by any of the peers, the specification compensates by providing an appropriate behavior for both orderings. In the case of the file transfer protocol, this would simply mean that the server accepts, but ignores any cancellation messages received after the transfer is finished.
RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
The present work can be compared to earlier results on assessing the realizability of conversations, with a special focus on their behavior on arbitrary-initiator protocols.
Local enforceability studied in [23] is concerned with finding individual specifications for each communicating peer such that their composition produces a predefined set of interactions, expressed in a web service choreography language. However, in this approach synchronous communication is used, and hence the arbitrary initiator problem does not occur.
Message patterns expressed with Petri nets using synchronous communication are "de-synchronized" in [6] -that is, one is interested in finding a specification that produces the same pattern of messages when communications become asynchronous. This work, however, already assumes that a conversation protocol is realizable and does not provide realizability conditions.
Realizability Conditions for Conversation Protocols:
In [10] a set of three conditions for conversation protocols is presented, which, taken together, are sufficient to ensure realizability:
1. Synchronous-compatible: A conversation protocol C is synchronous-compatible if every time a peer p has a send transition for some label to some peer p , then p has a receive transition for that same label, or should reach such a transition through -transitions.
2. Autonomous: A conversation protocol C is autonomous if each peer, at any moment, can do only one of the following: 1) terminate, 2) send a message, or 3) receive a message.
Lossless-join: If we let
be the conversation protocol obtained as the "Cartesian product" of each peer projection, a conversation
Note that the lossless join condition operates on a product of peer projections (which is still a conversation protocol), and not on the channel system built from these projections. Otherwise, the lossless join condition would be equivalent to strict realizability. Algorithms for checking the above conditions on conversation protocols have been shown in [11] . The WSAT [9] and Tune [20] tools we mentioned above implement these algorithms. While the above conditions allow a sound analysis of many protocols, the major drawback comes from the autonomous condition. In fact, the autonomous condition is the exact negation of the definition of an arbitrary-initiator protocol. It follows that this method cannot discriminate between realizable and unrealizable classes of such protocols, and immediately labels them as unrealizable. Hence, as we discussed above, WSAT and Tune generate false positives for realizable arbitrary initiator protocols as expected.
Session Types:
In session types conformance of an interaction with a predefined protocol is analyzed as a typing problem. Intuitively, if T1, T2 are two types, then a type T3 can be built as T1.T2, where the period denotes the sequencing operator. A global interaction m between peers (called a session) will conform to type T3 if it can be divided into a sequence of two interactions, m1.m2, such that m1 conforms to type T1, and m2 conforms to type T2. Similar rules can be defined for non-deterministic branching, conditional branching, parallel execution.
The approach in session types [13] , is to first devise a global type, G, to an intended scenario consisting of interacting peers. Different programmers can independently develop portions of this interaction by taking the projection of G on each of the peers. If the individual program for each peer p can be shown to conform to its respective projection of G (noted G p), i.e., if each program is "typable", then the rules of session types ensure that when the programs are executed, they follow the stipulated global scenario. One can see the immediate parallel between the rationale behind session types and the definition of strict realizability presented in Section 2.3. More precisely, realizability of interactions can be ensured through a "type discipline" by checking two conditions:
1. A programmer first describes a scenario as a global type G and checks that it conforms to the so called linearity condition.
2. Each component of the interaction is then developed independently, and periodically checked to make sure it is typable against the projection of G.
If linearity of G and typability of each program is enforced, realizability follows. Session types can therefore provide an alternate, sound analysis to the realizability conditions described above. It turns out, however, that the typing system for session types contains an analogue of the autonomous condition shown above. More precisely, rule "If" in the type discipline shown in [12] is formulated as follows:
Γ e bool Θ; Γ P Δ Θ;Γ Q Δ Θ; Γ if e then P else Q Δ Intuitively, this rule shows that for a branch of the form "if e then P else Q" to conform to type Δ (bottom part of the rule), then e must be of Boolean type, and both branches P and Q must conform to the same type Δ. Since a type determines the sender and recipient of some communication event, it follows that P and Q must have the same sender and recipient, no matter what e is. Similar restrictions occur for other forms of branching in the type system. For example, the construct k {l1 : P1[] · · · [] ln : Pn}, called label branching in [12] , represents a peer offering, over some communication channel k, multiple choices P1, . . . , Pn for the continuation of a session. The Pi need not be of the same type, and hence nothing prevents a peer from being alternately a sender and a receiver in some of these choices. However, for such an expression to be typable, some other peer must include as its cotype the expression k l; P , where the actual choice of label is communicated over k. This is shown in Figure 10 ; one can see that this no longer represents an arbitrary-initiator protocol, since the communication of li over channel k is always unidirectional. Basically, the session type discipline prevents well-typed programs from including arbitrary-initiator branching. Hence, the realizability of such protocols cannot be established using the type rules of session types.
CONCLUSION
The shared-state projections (SSP) presented in this paper provide a novel and sound approach to determining realizability of message-based interactions. In contrast to earlier work, SSP is based on the intuitive notion that a realizable protocol is a protocol where each peer, at any moment, should have a "clear enough" indication of the current state of other peers. By computing, for each state and from each peer's point of view, the possible states for other peers in a conversation, we have shown that unrealizable protocols can be soundly identified through the identification of "disagreements" between two peers' global states. The realizability check we developed based on SSP correctly identifies the realizability of a class of protocols called arbitraryinitiator protocols, whereas earlier realizability conditions always produce false positives for such protocols. An interesting feature of the SSP approach is that its output is not simply Boolean. While the shared-state projections are used to derive a verdict about realizability, these models in themselves can be put to other uses. As we have shown, computing the Cartesian product of each sharedstate projection yields an over-approximation of the original specification. By removing conflict nodes from this product, one obtains a subset of the conversation protocol which is guaranteed to be realizable, at no additional cost. Conversely, by adding transitions to the original conversation, one can convert conflict nodes into "correct" nodes until no conflict remains; the augmented protocol can be seen as a "fixed" version of the original. Therefore, we believe that it would be possible to extend the SSP approach for automatically repairing unrealizable protocols.
